Abstract. We present a method for creating natural language interfaces to databases (NLIDB) that allow for translating natural language queries into SQL. The method is domain independent, i.e., it avoids the tedious process of configuring the NLIDB for a given domain. We automatically generate the domain dictionary for query translation using semantic metadata of the database. Our semantic representation of a query is a graph including information from database metadata. The query is translated taking into account the parts of speech of its words (obtained with some linguistic processing). Specifically, unlike most existing NLIDBs, we take seriously auxiliary words (prepositions and conjunctions) as set theory operators, which allows for processing more complex queries. Experimental results (conducted on two Spanish databases from different domains) show that treatment of auxiliary words improves correctness of translation by 12.1%. With the developed NLIDB 82of queries were correctly translated (and thus answered). Reconfiguring the NLIDB from one domain to the other took only ten minutes.
Introduction
Access to information in a fast and reliable way is very important for modern society. Natural Language Interfaces to Databases (NLIDBs) permit users to formulate queries in natural language, providing access to information without requiring knowledge of programming or database query languages.
However, despite the achievements attained in this area, present day NLIDBs do not guarantee correct translation of natural language queries into database languages [1] . Moreover, queries are limited to the database domain configured by the database administrator. A Survey [9] on the importance of natural language processing (NLP) systems, conducted on 33 members of the "Pittsburg This research was supported in part by COSNET and RITOS2.
Large User Group" professional society, mentions that: (1) NLIDBs are the most useful application for organizations among all NLP systems, ( 2) The five most desirable capacities of NLIDBs are: efficiency, domain independence, pronoun handling, understanding of elliptical entries (i.e., implied words), and processing of sentences with complex nouns, and (3) 50% of the best NLIDBs are those that offer domain independence.
This paper describes an approach that uses database semantic metadata to perform the analysis of nouns and auxiliary words (prepositions and conjunctions). This allows for translation of queries expressed in natural language (Spanish in our case) into SQL, with easy adaptation to different domains.
Related Work
Most existing NLIDBs do not carryout any real semantic processing of the user's input. They just look for keywords in the sentence [6] and focus their analysis on nouns and verbs, ignoring any auxiliary words in the query [7, 8] .
In some NLIDBs, the semantic analyzer uses syntactic structure (obtained through a syntactic parser) to extract the meaning of the sentences [10] . However, no significant success is achieved yet in this direction. Semantic analysis of sentences is still a very complex task [11] : say, just determining the meaning of words is difficult due to their polysemy; for example, f ile is a tool and also a place for keeping documents.
In many NLIDBs that do use semantic analysis of a natural language query, it involves looking for keywords in the input sentence using a predefined pattern through multiple database mappings. Still, this approach is not sufficiently specific to give good results. In other systems, semantic analysis is based on probabilistic models [3, 4, 6] . Such systems rely on a corpus labeled with semantic information; however, there are no sufficiently large semantically marked corpora for use in NLIDBs.
Some NLIDBs use semantic graphs. However, the database relationships have to be defined by the user [6] . These approaches are subjective and require considerable manual effort. Such techniques have been applied to specific tasks in restricted semantic domains. They use a semantic representation, usually case frames [5] .
Thus, no existing approach achieves good results in semantic analysis. That is why methods for its improvement are very important. In particular, auxiliary words (like prepositions and conjunctions) are not well-studied for tasks of processing natural language queries.
Assumptions
We assume that the database satisfies the following conditions, reasonable in well-designed databases: (C1) Relational, entity-relationship or a similar model is used; (C2) Each Though conditions (C8) to (C15) might seem restrictive, most of them would be required by humans to understand a database and correctly formulate SQL queries. Additionally, we make the following assumptions: (A1)Query sentences are lexically and syntactically correct (which can be checked by a syntactic analyzer);(A2)Queries are expressed in interrogative form.
We propose automatic creation of a domain dictionary from a synonym dictionary and metadata of the target database, using some linguistic processing. This technique performs the translation process independently of the NLIDB working data, thus avoiding reprogramming the NLIDB to port it to a database of different domain.
Generation of the Domain Dictionary
Dictionaries used by existing NLIDBs are created manually or semi-automatically [2] . We suggest automatic generation of the domain dictionary from a synonym dictionary and the database metadata with the help of some linguistic processing.
Synonym dictionary. In our case, we extracted a general synonym dictionary from a digital encyclopedia. It currently has 20,000 words with their synonyms and antonyms. This dictionary can be immediately used for most domains; however, it has an interface that permits to add more words.
Metadata dictionary. Database metadata can be used as a resource for interpretation of a query in a restricted domain [12] . The metadata dictionary stores database information such as number of tables, number of columns, and their location; additionally, for each table it stores the name of each column along with its data type and description.
Fig. 1. Generation of the Domain Dictionary
Domain dictionary. For automatic generation of the domain dictionary, the description of each column from the metadata dictionary is processed to obtain the lemma and the part of speech (POS) of each word in the description (a POS tagger or a syntactic analyzer is used to resolve POS ambiguity). Then each noun is associated with columns and tables whose description includes this noun or its synonym. Notice that it is easier to provide meaningful descriptions for columns and tables (so that the interface can be configured automatically using this information) than to manually configure the interface dictionaries and modules for it to recognize and relate each column and table with some word in the domain dictionary.
Query Preprocessing
The preprocessing consists of analyzing each word of the natural language query to obtain its lexical, syntactic, and semantic information. Lexical information consists of the lemma of each word; the syntactic information consists of its part of speech (verb, noun, preposition, etc.). Semantic information is obtained from the domain dictionary in such a way that each noun is related to a set of columns and tables to which it may refer. Table 1 shows an example of a tagged query. 
Main Algorithm
The translation process is carried out in three phases: (1) identification of the select and where phrases; (2) identification of tables and columns, and (3) construction of the relational graph.
Phase 1: Identification of the select and where phrases.The query phrases that define the SQL select and where clauses are identified in order to pinpoint the columns (and tables) referred to by these phrases. Since these clauses always involve table columns, then, according to assumption (C9) above, the phrases are query subphrases that include at least one noun (and possibly prepositions, conjunction, articles, adjectives, etc.). Additionally, from assumption (A2) it follows that the phrase that defines the select clause always precedes the phrase that defines the where clause. In Spanish, the words that separate these phrases are: verbs, cuyo (whose), que (that), con (with) de (from, with), donde (where), en (in, on, at), dentro de (inside), tal que (such that), etc.
Phase 2: Identification of tables and columns.Usually each noun in the select/where phrases refers to several database columns or tables (see Table  1 ), which would yield several translations of the query. Therefore, in order to pinpoint the columns and tables referred to, it is usually necessary to analyze the preposition de (of) and conjunction y (and), since they almost always appear in select/where phrases expressed in Spanish [8] . Examination of prepositions and conjunctions permits, besides considering the meaning of individual nouns, to determine the precise meaning of a select/where phrase that involves nouns related by prepositions and conjunctions. For this, preposition de (of) and conjunction y (and) are represented by operations using set theory, because of the role they play in queries. Preposition de (of) establishes a close relationship between a word and its complement [14] , such that, if there exists a select/where phrase that includes two nouns p and q related by preposition de (of), then the phrase refers to the common elements (columns or tables) referred to by pand q. Formally, S(p prep de q) = S(p) ∩ (q), where S(x) is the set of columns or tables referred to by phrase x. Conjunction y (and) expresses the notion of addition or accumulation [14] , such that if there is a select phrase that involves two nouns p and q related by conjunction y (and), then the phrase refers to all the elements referred to by p and q. Formally, S(p conj y q) = S(p) ∪ (q). Conjunction y (and) in a where phrase is treated as a Boolean operation.
For example, consider the query: cuáles son los nombres y direcciones de los empleados (which are the names and addresses of the employees), see Table 1 . Consider the select phrase nombres y direcciones de los empleados (names and addresses of the employees). According to the above explanation, to extract the meaning of the select phrase it is necessary to apply two set operations: a union, corresponding to the conjunction y (and), and an intersection, corresponding to the preposition de (of). A heuristics is applied to determine the order of the two operations. In this case the preposition de (of) applies to the two nouns (names and addresses of the employees = names of the employees and addresses of the employees), therefore, the intersection operation has precedence above the union.
The output of Phase 2 is the semantic interpretation of the select and where phrases (i.e. the columns and tables referred to by these phrases), which will be used in Phase 3 to translate them into the select and where clauses of the SQL statement. The process for determining the tables and columns is the following (we rely on conditions (C8) to (C15)):
1. If a major POS word (usually noun) in the select phrase refers only to a , then the column is permanently marked and associated to the word and the corresponding table is also permanently marked and associated to the word. Otherwise, if the word refers to several columns, then the analysis of preposition de (of) and conjunction y (and) described in the previous paragraphs is carried out in order to find out which column(s) are referred to by the first major POS word. If only one column is found, it is permanently marked and associated to the first word; if several columns are found but one of them has been permanently marked, it is associated to the first word; otherwise the columns found are temporarily marked and associated to the first word.
At the end of this process, if there are no temporarily marked columns and tables, then we can proceed with the analysis; otherwise the analysis is aborted.
Phase 3: Construction of the relational graph. The process for constructing the relational graph is as follows:
1. Considering condition (C1), a non-directed graph is constructed from the relational or entity-relationship model of the database. Each node represents a table and each arc represents a referential relationship between tables (from condition C4). We assume binary relationships (involve two tables); this is not a serious limitation since a relationship involving more than two tables (T 1 , T 2 , ..., T n ) can always be substituted by an auxiliary table T a with binary relationships with tables T 1 , T 2 , ..., T n . 2. The nodes corresponding to the tables permanently marked in Phase 2 are marked. Afterwards, for each simple selection condition in the where phrase that involves one column of a table (for instance: conórdenes para el barco Mercury (with orders for Mercury ship)), the node corresponding to the table is labeled with its corresponding simple selection condition. Finally, each marked node is labeled with the columns (of the corresponding table) referred to in the select phrase. 3. For each simple selection condition in the where phrase that involves columns of two tables, the arc incident to the nodes representing the tables is marked; if no such arc exists, it is added to the graph and marked. Each arc marked at this step is labeled with its corresponding simple selection condition. 4. If all the selection conditions are explicitly stated in the query phrase then the subgraph consisting of all marked nodes and arcs must be a connected graph. From this sub-graph it is easy to obtain the translation into an SQL expression. 5. A disconnected sub-graph means that there exist implicit selection conditions in the query or the query is incorrectly stated. In the first case, the NLIDB has to guess the implicit selection conditions. For this a heuristics is used which based on the following assumption: all the implicit selection conditions refer to natural joins that involve tables and columns participating in a referential relationship. Therefore, a connected sub-graph is constructed by adding unmarked arcs to the disconnected sub-graph so that the number of unmarked arcs added is minimal. From this sub-graph the translation into an SQL expression is straightforward. If no connected sub-graph can be constructed, then the query is reported as incorrect.
Experimental Results
There is no standard evaluation method for comparing and assessing NLIDBs.
The most used criterion is the translation success; i.e., the semantic equivalence between the natural language query and the SQL statement [13] . Up to now most NLIDBs can satisfactorily translate queries involving several tables if they are explicitly mentioned in the query, or queries involving one table that is not mentioned explicitly. For the experiment, the Northwind and the Pubs databases of SQL Server 7.0 were used, and 50 users were asked to formulate queries in Spanish. The resulting corpus consists of 198 different queries for the Northwind database and 70 different queries for the Pubs database. For formulating their queries the users only were allowed to see the databases schemas (definitions). The queries were classified according to difficulty (which depends on the amount of implicit column and table information in the query and special functions) and were divided into six types: (1) Table 2 shows the results obtained for the Northwind database with all the queries, which involve one, two, or more tables; in this case the success rate was 84%. Similar experiments were conducted on the Pubs database. Table 3 shows the results considering all the queries; in this case the success rate is 80%, which is very similar to that for the Northwind database. It is worth mentionary that most of the queries to the Pubs database involve two or more tables. Additional experiments were conducted in order to assess the impact of the analysis of prepositions and conjunctions (described in Phase 2 in Section 5) on the translation success. When this analysis was excluded from the translation process, the success rate was 72.6% for the Northwind database and 67.1% for the Pubs database. When the analysis was enabled, the success rate increased 11.4% for the Northwind database and 12.9% for the Pubs database. Some examples of queries that could not be satisfactorily translated are the following: cuál es la fecha delúltimo envío (what is the date of the last shipment) and cuáles son los nombres de los empleados que nacieron en febrero (what are the names of the employees born in February). The first query could not be answered because last shipment is not defined in the domain and the second because it needs a special function for extracting the month from a date in the where clause of an SQL statement.
Conclusions
The translation approach presented favors domain independence, since the NLIDB does not need to be manually configured with a set of keywords for carrying out specific actions. It is important to point out that configuring the NLIDB for another domain (from Northwind to Pubs) took only ten minutes.
The tests conducted so far have shown that the proposed approach permits: (1) avoiding the wearisome process of configuring the NLIDB for a given domain and (2) obtaining good results in translating natural language queries into SQL statements. The databases used for the tests have been used by other NLIDBs [13] , which sets the foundation for designing a metric to compare the results of our NLIDB versus others. Prepositions and conjunctions play a key role in extracting the meaning of a query in Spanish. Taking them into account as set operations (intersection and union) in-creases the success rate by 12.1%.
